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This is the true story of 
how science makes cars.
. From Atoms
. Then Piece Parts  
. To the Complete Car
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A) Pour
B) Pound 
C) Cut Apart 
D) Push 
E) Spot Weld 
F) Paint
G) Put Together

Science of Cars  
- MAKE Summary
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Start Small

1

Before we make cars,  
here is some simple  
Science.  Parts are made  
of very tiny atoms. 
As a matter of fact.
anything made of  
atoms is called "matter."

matter
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Charges

Inside atoms are two charges. 
Positive (+) centers, circled  
by negative (-) electrons. 
Electrons	flow	to	make	 
electricity. 
Next, we learn more about  
atoms, molecules and mixes. 
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Atoms

Different atoms  
are made of different 
numbers of positive  
and negative parts. 
Atoms that are all  
the same are called  
elements.  Iron is  
an example. 

This model is the lithium atom. 
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Here are some more atoms.

Carbon atoms 
have 6 + and  
6 - parts.

Iron atoms 
have 26 + and  
26 - parts.

Atoms can join together.

Neutrons are not talked about in this book.
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Molecules

Different atoms join  
together to make molecules. 
Water is an example.  Two 
hydrogen atoms join with  
one oxygen atom to make  
one water molecule. 

Water is also 
called H2O. 

Cars



Mixes

Atoms also mix together  
like a fruit salad to make  
new materials.  Steel is a  
mixture of separate iron  
and carbon atoms.

6

Fe C 
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Matter

Atoms, molecules and  
mixes, are all matter. 
Matter comes three ways: 
solid, liquid, and gas.  
It depends on how much 
heat it has.  For example: 
Cold solid ice; Warm liquid 
water and Hot gas steam. 

cold
warm

hot
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Gas & Liquid

In a gas, atoms have space  
between them.  Air is a gas.  
It is a mixture of mostly  
Nitrogen and Oxygen. 
In a liquid, atoms are closer 
together.		Liquids	flow.		 
Tap water is a liquid.   
So is molten metal. 
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Solid

When liquid atoms 
cool, they line up  
into a solid.
Ice cubes and metal 
coins are examples. 

Actual atoms are too small to see.
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Matter at different  
temperatures and  
pressures can be  
shaped into car parts.

Heat & Pressure

Heat Pressure
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Now, we are ready  
to drive on and see  
how to make cars!

11

Make
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Cars are made of matter.  
Cars are made by people and 
machines including robots.

12Cars



Let`s learn about  
science and the seven 
steps or processes to 
make cars.
A)  Pour
B)  Pound
C)  Cut Apart
D)  Push Form 
E)  Spot Weld
F)  Paint
G)  Put together

13

Processes
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A) Pour - Cast
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Pour or cast, very hot  
liquid metal into a mold.

Cars



To make the engine, pour 
hot metal into a mold. The 
metal cools into a solid  
rough shape of the engine.

15

A) Engine

mold
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Heat changes matter.  
Water can be ice, liquid or 
steam.  Same with metals  
but with higher temperatures.
Liquid metal cools into the solid 
engine shape.  Remove the mold 
and it looks like this.

A) Heat

16

Big holes are for pistons.  
Other holes, are for the cooling system.
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Other car parts are cast too.

A) More Cast Parts

17

wheels gear case

Many plastic parts like 
this steering wheel are 

made by injection  
molding which is similar 
to casting.  Hot liquid 
plastic is pushed into 
molds.  It cools into  

the shape of the part.

Cars



Next, piston holes in the  
engine casting are polished  
to just the right size. 

Polish

Tool

Engine

Casting makes parts of many shapes and sizes. 
Castings are not strong enough to twist. 
A new process is needed for parts that turn. 

Hold the engine in place.Hold the engine in place.
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Pound or hammer forge  
hot metal into the shape.

B) Pound - Forge

Cars



B) Crank Shaft

The top tool pounds hot 
metal into the under tool.   
This shapes the metal  
into a crankshaft. 

top tool

crankshaft
(in work)

under tool

Tools forge the crankshaft.Tools forge the crankshaft.
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B) Stronger Grains

Grains are groups of atoms.  
They form when liquid metal 
cools into a solid.  In a casting, 
atoms cool fast.  The grains are 
small and unaligned.
Forging, forces groups of  
metal atoms called grains to 
flow	into	the	shape	of	the	 
part.  The aligned atoms  
make the forged part stronger.

21 Cars
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B) More Forged Parts

Piston Rods are forged.

Piston Heads  
are forged too.
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The engine parts are put together 
or sub-assembled.  This includes  
the cast engine block; forged  
piston heads, rods, crank shaft  
and other parts; 

Engine Assembly

engine block not shown 

Piston
Heads

Piston  

Rods

Crank Shaft
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Engine Action

24

Before we make more parts, 
let us see how an Engine works. 
Gas burns in the engine.  The 
small,	brief	fires	push	the	 
Pistons down.  The Pistons  
turn the Crank Shaft.

fire
Piston 
Rod

Cran
k S

haf
t

Engi
ne Asse

mbly

Piston 
Head

More parts are needed to get  
the turning power to the tires.

end view
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Gears, change or transmit 
turning.  Gears are circles 
with teeth.  Tools cut apart 
chips to make gear teeth.  
This is similar to scissors 
cutting paper and a knife 
peeling an apple. 

C) Cut Apart - Chips

chip
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C) Wedge Splits

The secret is triangle,  
wedge shaped tools.  Can 
openers, pizza cutters 
and axes are examples.
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Using wedge shape cutting tools, 
Gears are cut apart from pieces  
of room temperature metal.

tool

gear

C) Cut Gears
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These gears change the 
power and speed output 
from the engine.

C) More Cut Gears
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C) Change Direction

These gears change the 
turning direction ninety  
degrees.  That is, they 
change the power from  
the engine into power  
for the tires.

But	first	we	have	to	make	the	tires.

differential

Cars
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Layers of rubber, steel wire  
and cloth are pressed together 
in a mold to make hollow tires.

Press Tires

Cars
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Cars, ride on tires full of 
air pressure.  It makes 
the bumps in the road  
feel smoother to riders.
Now, the car has parts 
that move.  We need  
to make parts that  
stop the car. 

Air Pressure

Cars
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Brakes stop the car.  The 
brake system includes: 
pedal; pipes; piston;  
brake	fluid;	pads	and	discs.

Brakes

disc

Cars
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Press on the brake pedal 
to put pressure on a liquid 
in pipes and tubes.    
The pressure moves from 
the pedal to the brakes  
to stop the car.

Next, we need a frame  
to hold all the car parts.

disc brake drum brake

Brake Pedal

Cars
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Form is to push sheet 
metal pieces into tools 
shaped like car parts.

D) Push Form-Frame Parts

Cars
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D) Sheet Metal Parts

The top tool, quickly presses  
the warm sheet metal into the  
under tool.  This forms frame  
and other car parts like doors.

top

under

part

Cars
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The machine that makes big 
frame parts uses the weight 
of a  1,000  elephants.  

D) Pressure

Pressure pushes the sheet metal  
into molds to make the frame parts.
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D) More Pressed Parts
About half of the car`s  
weight is made of press 
formed parts.  
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 Next, we need to  
join the frame pieces.
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Spot weld uses electricity  
to melt points in metal parts.
The liquid hot spots, cool  
and join the frame parts.

E) Spot Weld
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Robots, spot weld sheet metal parts  
together to make the frame assembly.

Robots

E) Frame Assembly

Cars
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That	is,	robots	with	finger-like	
tools, clamp the sheet metal 
parts.		Electricity	flows	and	
melts spots to join pieces  
together.  
Robots make thousands of  
spot welds to join formed  
parts into one frame assembly.

frame assembly

Electricity	flows	through	robot	weld	heads.

Cars



E) Electrical Heat
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Flowing electricity also 
makes heat.  The electric 
heater, toaster and this 
light bulb are examples.

Cars



E) More Spot Welds

43

Other sheet metal parts  
like doors assemblies are  
spot welded too.

Next, the frame needs color.

Close-up ofClose-up of
spot weldsspot welds

Cars
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F) Paint
Paint the car in  
three steps: 1) Under;  
2) Middle and 3) Top Coats.
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Paint is applied onto  
the car in many layers.
First, the car is dipped 
into undercoating. This 
helps the car not corrode.

F) Under Layer
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Next, the middle coat  
is sprayed onto the car.  
This	step	fills	in	any	 
places that are not smooth.

F) Middle Layer

Cars
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 Last, several layers  
of the top coat are 
painted onto the car. 

Remember, inside atoms are two charges?

F) Top Coat

Cars



The paint is negatively 
charged.  The car  
frame is positively  
charged.  That way,  
tiny drops of paint  
stick to the frame  
at a smooth thickness. 
The wet paint dries. 
Excess paint is recycled.

F) Charges

48

The "-" paint is  
attracted to the "+" frame.
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Colors make cars look 
nice.  Paint is also a  
protective coating for 
cars.   It keeps iron in 
the sheet metal from 
rusting.  

Next, we need somewhere  
to sit inside the car.

Cars



Seats are made this way. First, 
weave	strong	fibers	into	cloth	
fabrics. Second, cut the colored 
cloth into pieces.

Seats

50

weave
(close-up)

cut
Cars
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Third, sew the fabric  
pieces	and	stuffing	together	 
to make high-wear chairs.

sew

Cars
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Other Systems

Wiring connects the battery  
to the Engine, lights & interior. 

The Cooling System keeps the 
Engine from getting too hot.

Next, make the other systems.  This  
includes: Wiring, Cooling & Suspension.

Cars
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The Suspension System keep the 
ride smooth even over bumpy roads. 

Shock
Absorber

Next, join the car parts 
to make the complete car!

Cars
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Put together or assemble  
the car using a balance of  
humans and machines.  This 
automated assembly tool  
installs the major systems.

G) Put Together

Cars
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Robots do heavy lifting 
and strong assembling.

G) Robots

Cars
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People do the delicate work  
like installing windshields.
The windshield is glued in place.

G) People

Cars



Let`s look more at the science of 
assembly.  Parts like the engine, 
seats and wheels are joined  
together or fastened with  
nuts and bolts.  
Twisting together the nuts and 
bolts is called torque.  Tight torque 
is what keeps the parts together.

G) Torque Turns

57 Cars



G) More Torque
Nuts and bolts join parts 
together.  They are  
stronger than spot welds.

58Cars



Next, test the car`s quality.

Nuts and Bolts are also 
used to join parts that  
will need to be taken on 
and off again like wheels.

59 Cars



The car is tested to make sure  
all the systems work properly. 

Pass Test

60Cars
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Now, the car is 
complete!  It is 
ready for us to 
buy and drive!

Done

Cars
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Science is in every step to make cars. 
Pour the engine with heat.  Pound 
crank shafts until groups of atoms 
line up.  Cut Apart gears with triangle 
tools.  Push sheet metal into molds 
with pressure to form, frame parts. 
Spot Weld the frame assembly with 
many small circles of electric heat. 
Paint with charged spray.  Finally, 
Put Together the car with twisting 
torque.  Simply said, Science of  
parts, processes, machines  
and people make cars. 

Conclusion
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For most of our history,  
we humans walk, ride on  
horses or drive horse pulled  
carts to get around on land. 
With Science, separate parts  
join together to make a self- 
moving car called an automobile. 
Cars give us freedom to go  
anywhere there are roads and 
maybe one day, places without 
roads. 

Cars
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Cars  VIDEO
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Technology, Cars

Science of Cars!
- 7 MAKE Steps

This book explains the science of how to 
make cars.  The steps are: pour, pound,  
cut apart, push form, spot weld, paint and 
finally	put	together	the	parts.		See	inside,	
as science and actions are turned into cars.

Alford   Books

Video

When you watch this video,  
keep in mind what are the  
7 Steps to make Cars?
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Cars - VIDEO Script
i-1 Our world is so complex.
i-2 But the basic science is easy to understand
i-3 There are a billion cars and trucks on our world.
i-4 Let`s see the science to make CARS in 7 easy steps.
1) Pour
2) Pound
3) Cut Apart
4) Push Form
5) Spot Weld
6) Paint
7) Put together

1-1) POUR or Cast very hot liquid  
metal into a mold.
1-2 This makes the engine.
The liquid metal cools into solid shape
Big holes are for pistons.
Other holes are for cooling.
1-3  The liquid metal has more heat.
Just like how Water can be ice, liquid or steam.
1-4  How hot is the liquid metal?
Iron melts at 5 time the heat to cook pizza.
1-5  Wheels and cases are cast too.
Many plastic parts like this steering wheel  
are cast also.
1-6  Next, engine piston holes are polished  
to just the right size.
1-7  Casting is ok for the engine block but
casting is not strong enough for parts that turn fast.
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2-1  Pound or forge hot metal into shapes.
2-2  Hot metal is hammered between tools to make  
the crankshaft.  The shaft will turn thousands of times  
a second.  The crankshaft needs to be strong.
The secret science is in groups of atoms called grains.
2-3 For example, Wood grows with grains.
When liquid metal cools, it has unordered random grains.
2-4  Forging forces the grains to all line up in the same
direction. It makes pounded parts stronger. This includes
piston - rods and heads.
2-6  Engine parts are put together or sub-assembled.
2-7  In a engine, gas burns. the brief fire pushes the piston
down to turn the crankshaft.
2-8  We need more parts to get the turning to the tires.
3-1  Gears change or transmit turning. Gears are circles with
teeth.  Triangle tools, cut apart chips to make the gear teeth.
This is like scissors cutting paper and a knife peeling an
apple.
3-2  Can openers, pizza cutters and axes are all examples.
3-3  Triangle shaped tools, cut apart pieces of warm metal  
to make gears.
3-4  Other gears change the amount of power and speed
output from the engine (zoom).
3-5  These gears change the turning direction from the  
engine to the perpendicular tires.
3-5-5  Before we make the tires, we need to understand
pressure.  Pressure is the amount of force, that pushes  
on something.
3-7  For tires, layers of rubber and wire are pressed  
together and heated in a mold to make hollow tires.
3-8  Cars ride on tires full of air pressure.
3-9  Brakes stop the car with pressure on brake fluid  
in tubes that press on the wheels.
3-10  Next, our car needs a frame for support and shape.

Cars - VIDEO Script
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Cars - VIDEO Script
4-1  Push warm sheet metal between tools to form frame parts.  
4-2  This huge machine makes frame parts that uses pressure,
like the weight of over 1,000 elephants. That’s a lot!
4-3  About 1/2 of the car`s weight is made of press formed parts.  
This includes the frame, roof and doors.
4-4  Next, we need to join the frame pieces together
5-1  Spot weld uses heat from electricity to melt small points.
The liquid hot spots, cool and join the frame parts together.
5-2  Robots make thousands of spot welds to assemble the frame.
5-4  Flowing electricity makes heat.
This heater, toaster and light bulb are examples.
5-5  Doors are spot welded too.
6-1  Next, we paint the car.
6-2  First, the car is dipped into the undercoat.
This keeps the car from rusting or corroding.
6-3  Next, the middle coat is sprayed onto the car.
This fills in places that are not smooth.
6-4  Last, the top coat is painted onto the car.
6-5  This is like how static electricity zaps door knobs
or lightning flows from sky to earth.
Negative paint flows to the positive frame
This is called electrostatic painting.
6-6  Next, we need somewhere to sit down.
First, weave threads into cloth.
Second, cut the colored cloth into pieces.
Third, sew the fabric pieces and stuffing  
together to make high wear chairs.
7-1  Last, we put together or assemble all the car parts.
This automated assembly tool installs major systems.
7-2  Robots do heavy lifting and strong assembling.
7-3  People do delicate work like installing windshields.
The windshield is glued in place.
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Cars - VIDEO Script
7-4  Nuts and bolts twisted or torqued  
to hold parts together.
7-5  They make a stronger joint than spot weld.
7-6  Also nuts and bolts are great for 
removable parts.
7-7  We feel torque when we twist open a jar.
8-0 Next, The car is tested to make sure  
all systems work properly.
8-1 Now the Car is ready for us to drive.  
Almost over,
C-1 Science is in all the steps that make cars.
C-2 Pour the Engine with heat.
C-3 Pound Crankshafts until groups 
of grains line up.
C-4 Cut Apart gears with triangles tools.
C-5 Push sheet metal into molds  
with pressure to form frame parts.
C-6 Spot Weld the Frame Assembly with  
thousands of small circles of electric heat.
C-7 Paint with negatively charged spray  
onto a positively charged parts.
C-8 Finally, Put the car all together with  
twisting torque and other ways to assemble.
C-9 Cars look very complex.
C-10 But the Basic Science inside is so easy  
to understand.  Those who know science  
go farther in life.



This book explains the science of how to 
make cars.  The steps are: pour, pound,  
cut apart, push form, spot weld, paint and 
finally	put	together	the	parts.		See	inside,	
as science and actions are turned into cars.

Alford   Books
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